Leica Cyclone REGISTER 360
The power of digital reality,
simplified
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Speed, scale and simplicity are at the heart of Leica
Cyclone REGISTER 360. The industry-leading point cloud
processing software has been redesigned from the
ground up to simplify and streamline the experience of
processing rich 3D data. Whether you are new to laser
scanning or an experienced professional, you need a tool
that will let you get the job done right the first time so
you can focus on your projects, not managing your data.
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Cyclone REGISTER 360 delivers the accuracy you expect of
Leica Geosystems without the need for extensive training,
letting both expert and novice users deliver professional
results in a fraction of the time. With just a few clicks, go
from import to fully registered in minutes and be on your
way to delivering registration or create downstream
deliverables in your favourite CAD system with Leica
CloudWorx.
Whether you are surveying for planning, as-builts or
construction, you need an easy solution that scales to
your needs and delivers the accuracy to meet rigorous
standards with the speed to meet demanding project
deadlines.

Quick Measure and Snapshot
Point and click to measure and capture a
snapshot to share with the click of a button.

Batch Publishing
With one click, push your data to TruView and
Jetstream, E57 for a comprehensive
registration report.

Registration Report

SPEED
 Gain up to 20 times import speed over competitor software
 Industry exclusive drag-and-drop import for all 3D and
imaging sensors as well as wireless import for Leica BLK360
imaging scanner

Your technology solutions should work in tandem with your
projects. Cyclone REGISTER 360 is the perfect companion to
Leica ScanStation, BLK360 imaging scanner - or even third
party data, thanks to drag-and-drop smart import that accepts
all of your data at once.

SCALE
 Confidently work with many hundreds of scans without loss
of fidelity or performance
 Quickly access accuracies for entire registrations or drill
down to specific target accuracies on your control points

Ease-of-use is key when working with data. Confusion can
lead to creeping timelines and costly mistakes that slow or
even halt a project. Cyclone REGISTER 360 introduces autoregistration algorithms, guided workflows, and robust video
help files that take the guesswork out of registration allowing
any member of your team, experienced or novice, to deliver
professional results.

SIMPLICITY
 Industry-first comprehensive registration report: graphical
and tabular error reporting, and user-created assets
including measurements, slices and more
 Intuitive QA/QC: colour-coded links and errors and
customisable project parameters help you stay in compliance
and meet spec
 Batch export to TruView, JetStrem, E57 and more with one
click to continue downstream work or quickly deliver to
clients and colleagues

When a project’s success relies on your survey, you need to
have confidence in your data and be able to quickly and
effectively communicate your results to everyone from project
managers to designers and external project stakeholders.
Cyclone REGISTER 360 prioritises quality and simplicity so you
can flaunt your accuracy and intuitively communicate your
results via an industry-first comprehensive report that will
revolutionise they way you understand your data.
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Leica Cyclone REGISTER

Speed

Scale

Simplicity

Available automation features, friendly
wizards and powerful algorithms
provide unsurpassed office productivity
- even for very large data sets. Auto
alignment allows fast and automatic

Cyclone REGISTER is the industry’s best
and most reliable solution to register
large data sets. Whether you are
working with a handful of scans or
many thousand, Cyclone REGISTER is

Cyclone REGISTER brings unparalleled
simplicity to complex point cloud
registrations. During or even post-import,
users can improve their auto-alignment
speeds and accuracies via SmartAlign by

alignment of scans at import or post
import. Users can also take advantage
of registration options based on scan

equipped to handle the task. Cyclone
REGISTER accepts data from all your
point cloud and imaging sensors with

manually placing scans in their
approximate positions or automatically
connecting them by time captured or

targets, scene features, overlapping
points and/or survey data to speed the
registration process.

ease and lets you work with all your
data simultaneously.

distance between scans. For users who
prefer a graphical display of their data
during registration, Visual Alignment allows
them to position scans based on common
geometry via an easily legible high-contrast
visualised point cloud.
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Leica JetStream Enterprise

Leica CloudWorx Ultimate

The gold-standard for
point cloud registration

Unlimited points,
all the time

CloudWorx suite for all your
favourite CAD systems

Speed

Scale

Simplicity

Bring increased speed and efficiency to
your multi-CAD platform workflows and

Unlimited in every sense. Handle projects
and point clouds of any size, across all

No special installation required. CloudWorx
Ultimate works with all your existing

reach end deliverables faster. No longer
waste time moving between file formats
or worrying about the number of licences
for each of your CAD services - easily

supported CAD systems to create
deliverables more simply and deliver
projects more efficiently to clients and
stakeholders - all with a single, ultimate

CloudWorx plug-ins to allow you to work
with large data sets from Cyclone and
JetStream point cloud sources to eliminate
tedious export/import transfers. Easily

work between CAD systems, producing
drawings and models, performing design
verification, or conducting design with the
same digital reality content. Benefit from
higher point cloud performance when

license.

communicate your results globally with
localised solutions.

combined with Leica JetStream.
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Leica CloudWorx
Ultimate

Speed for rendering of all your
data, all the time

Scale for big data and small
storage

Simple workflows, collaboration
and backup

Leica JetStream technology enables

JetStream Enterprise has been

JetStream Enterprise’s streamlined

ultra-high speed rendering of your point
cloud data to instantly open and display
an unlimited number of points all the

designed with big data users in mind.
JetStream Enterprise overcomes the
biggest productivity challenge in using

project management insulates users from
the need for detailed point cloud expertise
by allowing them to work directly within

time as you navigate your data set. By
eliminating frustrating rendering lag times
between zooms, pans and clips, Leica
JetStream helps to remove confusion and
improves the users’ comprehension and
productivity process. HDR support, within

point clouds inside of CAD systems - the
ever-increasing size of point cloud data.
With file sizes 5x to 10x smaller than
traditional storage, JetStream Enterprise
lowers your storage costs.

their preferred CAD systems through
intuitive Leica CloudWorx plugins.
Centralised data storage streamlines a
team-work approach removing wasteful
and error prone duplication, simplifying
back up and brining efficiency to data

the JetStream Viewer, allows the user to
reveal more information than ever before.

management to save you time and money.
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Leica JetStream
Enterprise

